STUDENTS MUST CONSULT WITH SUBJECT TEACHERS BEFORE PURCHASING TEXTBOOKS.

ACCOUNTING

- Accounting for CAPE 2nd Edition by Randall, James et al. – Cambridge University Press. (Reference Text)

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

- A Concise Course in A ‘Level Statistics with Worked Examples by Crawshaw and Chambers – Nelson Thornes. (Unit 1)
- Complete Advanced Level Mathematics Discrete & Decision by Bloomfield & Stevens – Nelson Thornes. (Unit 2)

ART & DESIGN

- List to be provided by Subject Teacher.

BIOLOGY

- Biology for CAPE Examinations Unit 1 by M. Ramesar, M. Jones & G. Jones – Cambridge University Press.
- Biology for CAPE Examinations Unit 2 by M. Ramesar, M. Jones & G. Jones – Cambridge University Press.
- An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.
- 0.5 HB Mechanical pencil.
- Clean white eraser.

BUSINESS STUDIES

- Management of Business for CAPE Examinations by Jerome Pitterson – Macmillan.
  * Subject Teacher will advise students of additional resources.

CARIBBEAN STUDIES

- CAPE Caribbean Studies Self Study Guide.
- 1 3-Ring binder with loose QRC Folder pages.
**CHEMISTRY**

- An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**


**ECONOMICS**

- Oxford Revision Guides AS & A Level Economics through Diagrams by A. Gillespie – OUP.
- Graph Book & Calculator.

**FRENCH**

- Un Papillon dans la Cité by Gisèle Pineau.
- La Chute by Albert Camus.
- Pays sans chapeau by Dany Laferrière.
- Les mains sales by Jean-Paul Sartre. *(All Literature Texts can be ordered from Blue Edition Bookshop (223-6921))*
- Advanced French Listening Comprehension for CAPE with Vocabulary Lists by Johannah F. Gomez

**GEOGRAPHY**

- Geography – An Integrated Approach by David Waugh – Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. *(This text will be provided to students by the school.)*
- Geography for CAPE Unit 1 A CXC Study Guide – Nelson Thornes.
- CAPE Unit 1 New Integrated Geography by Sheldon Bleasdell – Caribbean Educational Publishers.
- CAPE Unit 2 New Integrated Geography by Sheldon Bleasdell – Caribbean Educational Publishers.

**HISTORY**


**LITERATURES IN ENGLISH**

**Lower Sixth (Unit 1)**

- The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare – Arden.
- A House for Mr. Biswas by V.S.Naipaul – Penguin.
- Selected Poems by Wilfred Owen. *(To be purchased from the English Dept. at school)*
- Purple Hibiscus by Chimamande Ngozi Adichie – Anchor Book
**LITERATURES IN ENGLISH**

**Upper Sixth (Unit 2)**
- Anthony and Cleopatra by William Shakespeare – Arden Shakespeare.
- Selected Poems by Lorna Goodison.

**PHYSICS**
- An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.

**PURE MATHEMATICS**
- Pure Mathematics Unit 1 CAPE Examinations by Dipchan Bahall.
- Pure Mathematics Unit 2 CAPE Examinations by Dipchan Bahall.

**SOCIOLOGY**
- Sociology for CAPE Examinations by Jenifer Mohammed – Macmillan.

**SPANISH**
- Mastering CAPE Spanish Paper 1: Listening by Sally Seetahal Mohammed.
- Cuentos de Eva Luna by Isabel Allende.
- El coronel no tiene quien le escriba by Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
- La Casa en Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros.
- Como Agua Para Chocolate by Laura Esquivel.

**Other compulsory requirements:**
- Three note books or 1 three subject notebook.

**GENERAL**
- QRC-branded Face Masks - Available at the College - Solid blue $25.00 & Two-toned $30.00
- QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
- 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 - **Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school**
- General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
- 2 Yellow Legal-size folders